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Introduction
It is well established that variability of the wintertime stratospheric polar vortex is coupled to anomalous weather regimes in the troposphere. This variability is often characterized by weak and strong polar vortex events defined as extreme values of the stratospheric Northern Annular Mode (NAM) [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Gerber et al., 2010; Hitchcock et al., 2013] . Weak vortex events, which are associated with Stratospheric Sudden Warmings (SSWs), involve downward migrating negative zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies and an equatorward shift of the zonal-mean tropospheric jet for several weeks following the event [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Limpasuvan et al., 2004] . Conversely, strong vortex events involve downward migrating positive zonal-mean zonal wind anomalies and a poleward shift of the zonal-mean tropospheric jet [Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Limpasuvan et al., 2005] .
Another fundamental source of vertical coupling between the stratosphere and the troposphere is planetary-scale waves [Plumb, 2010] . Planetary waves are primarily generated in the troposphere and couple vertically with the stratosphere when the mean flow is westerly [Charney and Drazin, 1961; Matsuno, 1970] . Perlwitz and Harnik [2003] showed that the time scale of vertical wave coupling is on the order of 5 days between 500 and 10 hPa. Vertical wave coupling can be characterized by the vertical component of the Eliassen-Palm (EP) flux, which is proportional to the meridional heat flux and connected to the wave vertical group velocity according to linear theory. Previous research has linked anomalous time-integrated heat flux variability at 100 hPa to zonal-mean stratospheric variability in the Arctic. Newman et al. [2001] showed that the time-integrated anomalous 45 to 75
• N heat flux during January and February is correlated with extreme Arctic temperatures during March. Polvani and Waugh [2004] showed that weak/strong vortex events are preceded by anomalous 40 day time-integrated positive/negative heat fluxes at 100 hPa. The results suggest that anomalous time-integrated heat flux values are important for the zonal-mean flow. However, an anomalous time-integrated heat flux does not provide a clear physical interpretation. It could reflect a single positive heat flux event or a prolonged strong positive event. Similarly, an anomalous negative heat flux event could imply a weakened climatology or a total negative heat flux. Thus, it is unclear what the role of individual heat flux events are during the life cycle of vortex events.
Our goal here is to better understand the connections between extreme stratospheric heat flux and polar vortex events, including their coupling to the tropospheric circulation. We define upward/downward planetary wave events as extreme positive/negative values of the total wave-1 high-latitude stratospheric heat flux, consistent with the connection between the sign of the heat flux and the vertical group velocity. We define weak/strong vortex events as extreme negative/positive values of the stratospheric NAM following previous research. We analyze the life cycle of the events in reanalysis data and seek to answer the following questions:
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coupling produces large regional impacts in the North Atlantic. It is important to understand what indices should be monitored in order to forecast tropospheric impacts of extreme stratospheric events. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methods. Section 3.1 shows the composite life cycle of upward and downward planetary wave events. In section 3.2, we illustrate the connections between planetary wave and polar vortex events. Section 3.3 compares the life cycle of vortex and planetary wave events, including their tropospheric impacts. Our conclusions are summarized and discussed in section 4.
Data and Methods

Data
This study is based on 34 years of three-dimensional daily January, February, and March (JFM) data from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather forecasts Interim (ERA-Interim) reanalysis data set [Dee et al., 2011] from 1979 to 2012. We focus our analysis during JFM which is the time period of maximum planetary wave coupling in the Northern Hemisphere [Shaw et al., 2010] . Qualitatively similar results are found using the extended NDJFM winter season (not shown). Here anomalies are defined as deviations from the daily climatological annual cycle calculated from the entire record and statistical significance is reported at the 95% level based on a two-tailed students t-test. A 5 day running mean is applied to all data. The results are not sensitive to the length and type of smoothing (not shown) consistent with the fact that the results are in good agreement with Shaw and Perlwitz [2013] and who use a 5 day smoothing and no smoothing, respectively.
Planetary Wave Events
In our analysis, we define planetary wave events using the daily zonal-mean wave-1 meridional heat flux, i.e., v ′ T ′ k=1 , where v and T are meridional wind and temperature, primes denote deviations from the zonal-mean, and k = 1 denotes zonal wavenumber 1. The 50 hPa wave-1 heat flux is weighted by the cosine of latitude and meridionally averaged from 60 to 90
• N producing a daily JFM time series for the entire record (34 × 90 = 3060 days). Hereafter, we define this quantity as the high-latitude heat flux. Recall that the zonal-mean meridional heat flux is related to the vertical component of the EP flux, which according to linear theory is proportional to the vertical group velocity and is thus a measure of vertical wave propagation. We focus on wave-1 because it dominates the total eddy (deviation from zonal-mean) heat flux in the stratosphere and use a high-latitude average because the leading empirical orthogonal function of the wave-1 heat flux peaks over the polar cap [Shaw and Perlwitz, 2013] 50 hPa exhibits smaller mean and extreme values consistent with its smaller contribution to the total eddy heat flux (see Figure A2 ).
The composite life cycle of planetary wave events is based on the daily high-latitude heat flux time series. An upward/downward planetary wave event is identified when the time series first crosses the 95th/5th percentile of the JFM distribution, corresponding to a value of +59.3∕−13.5 Kms −1 denoted with red/blue shading in Figure 1a . The central date (day 0) is defined as the day of maximum or minimum heat flux. Finally, the central dates of each type of event must be separated by at least 15 days. The time separation threshold is motivated by the time scale of planetary wave coupling [Perlwitz and Harnik, 2003] . Using these criteria, we identify 25 upward and 26 downward wave events during 34 JFM seasons from 1979 to 2012 (see Table I ). It should be noted that 4 of the 26 downward wave events are preceded by upward wave events within 15 days, indicating that the upward and downward wave events occur relatively independently. Qualitatively similar results are obtained for different choices of the central date, amplitude or time separation threshold. For completeness, important aspects of the composite life cycle of upward and downward wave-2 events, defined using the high-latitude wave-2 heat flux time series, are shown in the appendix.
Our definition of downward planetary wave events is slightly different than the definition of Shaw and Perlwitz [2013] who used the principal component time series of the wave-1 heat flux at 30 hPa. However our results are qualitatively similar overall. We note that 12 of their 14 events occur within 10 days of the downward planetary wave events defined here (Table I) .
Polar Vortex Events
Polar vortex events are defined using the daily JFM time series of the 10 hPa NAM defined as the normalized principal component of the leading empirical orthogonal function of zonal-mean geopotential height anomalies from 0 to 90
• N consistent with previous research [e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001; Baldwin and Thompson, 2009] . Hereafter, we define this as the NAM index. The NAM index is a well-known measure of the polar vortex strength. Figure 1b shows the daily NAM distribution at 10 hPa.
The composite life cycle of vortex events is based on the daily NAM index time series. The central date (day 0) of a weak/strong vortex event is defined as the day when the NAM time series first crosses −2.5∕ +
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2.25 standard deviations, denoted with blue/red shading in Figure 1b . In addition, the central dates of each event must be separated by at least 20 days and we require that the NAM time series rise above/drops below the event threshold 40 days following the central date. Using these criteria, 17 weak and 17 strong vortex events are identified during 34 JFM seasons from 1979 to 2012 (see Table I ). Note that our definition of weak vortex events does not separate different types of SSWs (e.g., major, minor, split, and displacement). For reference, 14 (11) of our 17 weak vortex events occur within 10 days of the weak vortex (SSW) events listed in Hitchcock et al. [2013] (see their Figure 12 and 
Results
The Life Cycle of Planetary Wave Events
The composite life cycle of upward and downward planetary wave events are shown in During the upward planetary wave event, there is a positive heat flux anomaly that migrates from the troposphere to the upper stratosphere from days −10 to −5 ( Figure 2a ). It is difficult to establish a vertical propagation time scale because the coupling is nearly instantaneous in high latitudes. However, the evolution of the vertical EP flux averaged • N shows a clear low-latitude tropospheric precursor followed by upward propagation into the high-latitude stratosphere on the order of 6 days (not shown).
The maximum heat flux anomaly in the stratosphere occurs between days −5 to +5 with significant negative heat flux anomalies in the troposphere. The vertical heat flux anomaly dipole subsequently changes sign from days +5 to +15 producing negative wave-1 heat flux anomalies in the stratosphere. The heat flux anomaly in the lower stratosphere represents a total negative wave-1 heat flux (blue contour), suggesting downward wave propagation.
The heat flux evolution coincides with large changes in anomalous wave-1 EPFD in high latitudes ( Figure 2c ). The heat flux anomaly coincides with a vertical EPF convergence/divergence anomaly dipole in the stratosphere/troposphere during the event that changes sign on day +5 producing a EPF divergence/convergence dipole. The high-latitude wave-1 EPFD is dominated by the vertical component from days −10 to +15 (not shown).
During the downward planetary wave event, the high-latitude heat flux anomaly exhibits similar behavior but with different timing and a dominant negative heat flux pulse (Figure 2b ). In particular, the event begins with a positive high-latitude stratospheric heat flux anomaly from days −15 to −5. Note that the positive heat flux anomaly is both weaker in magnitude and shorter in duration than the pulse during the upward wave event. The stratospheric heat flux anomaly subsequently changes sign and reaches its minimum value between days −5 to +5 and is coupled to significant positive tropospheric heat flux anomalies. The high-latitude heat flux evolution coincides with vertical dipoles of EPF divergence/convergence anomalies in the stratosphere/troposphere (Figure 2d ). The high-latitude wave-1 EPFD is dominated by the vertical component (not shown).
The high-latitude vertical dipole of anomalous wave-1 EPFD during extreme planetary wave events is consistent with transient wave propagation. In particular, the upward pointing total wave-1 EP flux vectors and EPFD convergence/divergence dipole in high latitudes during the upward wave event are suggestive of upward wave propagation from the tropospheric source to the stratospheric sink ( Figure 3a ). This interpretation is consistent with the westward phase tilt with height of the wave-1 potential vorticity at 70
• N during days −3 to +3 (Figure 3c ). We note however that the short time scales and meridional averaging involved make it difficult to determine a propagation time scale. The meridional component of the EPF vectors indicate propagation and convergence into the high-latitude upper stratosphere. Similarly, the downward pointing total wave-1 EP flux vectors and opposite-signed EPFD dipole in high latitudes during the downward wave event are consistent with transient downward wave propagation from the stratosphere to the troposphere (Figure 3b ). This interpretation is consistent with the vertical standing wave-1 pattern at 70
• N during days −3 to +3, which suggests interference between upward and downward wave propagation The corresponding transient evolution of the zonal-mean flow, including the NAM, NAM time-tendency, and anomalous zonal wind in the North Atlantic (45 − 65 (top, middle, and bottom, respectively) during upward (left) and downward (right) planetary wave events is shown in Figure 4 . We focus on the tropospheric impacts in the North Atlantic because documented clear links between that region and extreme stratospheric heat fluxes. During the upward wave event, the NAM transitions from a large positive value in the lower stratosphere to a large negative value in the upper stratosphere around day −5 (Figure 4a ). While the NAM values are large and statistically significant they do not represent extreme values of the NAM index. The time evolution is associated with a large negative NAM time-tendency around day 0 and a subsequent positive tendency afterward (Figure 4c ) which is consistent with the evolution of the high-latitude EPFD anomalies (Figure 2c ). The large negative EPFD anomalies in the stratosphere between days −10 to +4 produce an anomalous deceleration of the polar vortex and the subsequent positive EPFD anomalies between days +4 to +12 produce an anomalous acceleration of the polar vortex. Since the upward wave event is transient and involves positive and negative dipoles, it is possible that the effects could integrate to zero over their life cycles meaning the impacts would be reversible. However, the time-integrated NAM tendency and the EPFD are negative indicating an irreversible deceleration of the polar vortex.
The life cycle of the downward wave event reveals similar connections between the NAM, NAM tendency, and the high-latitude EPFD anomalies (Figures 4b and 4d ). In particular, negative EPFD anomalies in the stratosphere produce a weakening of the polar vortex and thus a negative NAM tendency which is followed by a period of large positive EPFD and positive NAM tendency producing a strengthening of the polar vortex (Figure 2d ). Note that the time-integrated NAM tendency and EPFD are positive indicating a net acceleration of the polar vortex. The evolution is consistent with the dynamical acceleration in high latitudes during the "sudden stratospheric cooling" event reported by Palmer and Hsu [1983] . Such cooling events were shown to occur during days with negative stratospheric heat flux and involve a reversal of the residual circulation .
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• N (Figures 4a and 4b ).
During the upward planetary wave event, there is strong positive lower stratospheric vertical zonal wind shear from days −20 to −5, indicating the polar vortex is focused in high latitudes (not shown). This is followed by a reversal of the zonal-mean zonal wind in the upper stratosphere from days +3 to +4 and a period of strong negative vertical zonal wind shear near 10 hPa from days 0 to +10. The period of negative vertical zonal wind shear coincides with total negative heat fluxes in the lower stratosphere consistent with a wave in the presence of a vertically reflecting surface ( Figure 2b ). The life cycle of the downward planetary wave event also involves large negative vertical zonal wind shear in the stratosphere prior to the negative heat flux minimum (compare Figures 2b and 4b ).
During the planetary wave events, the largest coupling with the tropospheric circulation occurs in the North Atlantic (Figures 4e and 4f ) . During the upward wave event, there is significant negative North Atlantic zonal wind anomalies in the troposphere between days −5 to +5 (compare Figure 4e with Figure 2a) . Similarly, the downward wave event coincides with significant positive North Atlantic zonal wind anomalies between days −5 to +5. Note that the North Atlantic zonal wind anomalies dominate the time-integrated life cycle for both planetary wave events and produce a zonal-mean jet shift. In the zonal mean, the jet shift is consistent with anomalous convergence/divergence of wave-1 meridional EPFD during upward/downward wave events (not shown).
Figures 5a and 5b illustrate the links between planetary wave events and the tropospheric circulation during the period of maximum North Atlantic zonal wind anomalies in the troposphere (days −3 to +3). The 500 hPa geopotential height anomalies have a distinct wave-1 structure in high latitudes. The spatial structure of the geopotential height anomalies in the North Atlantic is reminiscent of opposite phases of the NAO. This is further illustrated in the composite 500 hPa zonal wind anomalies (Figures 5c and 5d ), which show a clear equatorward/poleward jet shift in the North Atlantic during the upward/downward planetary wave events.
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During the upward wave event, the stratospheric and tropospheric impacts are linked via a deep vertical wave-1 structure as illustrated in the Hovmöller of the 60 − 80
• N averaged total wave-1 geopotential height at 10 hPa (shaded contours) and 500 hPa (black contours) in Figure 6a . The 500 hPa wave-1 geopotential height anomalies north of 20
• N are shown for lags −10 to −4, −3 to +3 and +4 to +10 days (Figures 6b-6d) .
The evolution involves a large amplitude quasi-stationary wave-1 pattern in the stratosphere for negative time lags and a westward propagating wave-1 pattern in the troposphere. The evolution involves a clear westward vertical phase tilt with height that transitions to an eastward vertical phase tilt with height around day +5 consistent with the change in sign of the lower stratospheric heat flux during the upward wave event (Figure 2a) . The overall pattern of the tropospheric precursor on days −10 to −4 (Figure 6b ) is consistent with [Garfinkel et al., 2010] days −10 to +10. Shaw and Perlwitz [2013] also noted a westward propagating high-latitude wave-1 signal at 500 hPa during their downward wave event (see their Figure 5 ). The downward wave event exhibits a slower phase speed (−2.6 ms −1 ) and is 180°out of phase relative to the upward wave event. This opposite phase results in opposite-signed zonal wind anomalies over the North Atlantic during planetary wave events (Figures 5c and 5d ).
The results above reveal key features associated with the evolution of planetary wave events. The co-evolution of the stratospheric heat fluxes and the tropospheric anomalies suggests that they have the same dynamical origin. Upward and downward wave events both involve the evolution of a vertically coherent large-amplitude wave-1 structure in high latitudes that couples the stratospheric and tropospheric circulations. In the stratosphere, the wave produces EP flux convergence/divergence resulting in a net deceleration/acceleration during upward/downward wave events. The wave evolution is associated with the evolution of the stratospheric vertical zonal-mean zonal wind shear. In the troposphere, the circulation anomalies are consistent with a westward propagating wave-1 pattern with an opposite longitudinal phase for upward and downward events that produces an equatorward and poleward jet shift in the Atlantic basin, respectively.
A complementary analysis of wave-2 heat flux events is shown in the appendix (Figures A1 and A2) . Overall, the evolution of the wave-2 events involve weaker heat flux values and a weaker connection with the NAM DUNN-SIGOUIN AND SHAW ©2015. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. time-tendency ( Figure A2 ). We note that upward wave-1 and wave-2 events exhibit opposite-signed geopotential height anomalies and an opposite-signed jet shift in the North Atlantic (compare Figures A1 and  Figures 5a and 5c ). The stratospheric and tropospheric impacts associated with downward wave-2 events are not as robust as the corresponding downward wave-1 events.
Exploring Connections Between Planetary Wave and Polar Vortex Events
The results in the previous subsection reveal that planetary wave events have a large impact on the time-tendency of the stratospheric zonal-mean flow. In this section, we examine the connection between planetary wave and vortex events on daily time scales to better understand the relationship between them.
We begin by assessing the instantaneous correlation between the two extreme stratospheric event indices. Figure 7a shows the scatter plot of daily NAM index versus the 50 hPa high-latitude total eddy (deviation from the zonal-mean) heat flux during JFM. Blue and red stars/lines denote days when the total eddy heat flux/NAM index are extreme defined based on the percentile of the zero eddy heat flux (e.g., 10th/90th percentiles). The instantaneous correlation between the high-latitude eddy heat flux and NAM index is weak but is larger for negative time lags (Figure 7c , blue dashed), consistent with Polvani and Waugh [2004] (see their Figure 3 ). Similar time-lagged correlations are found between the NAM and the wave-1 heat flux (Figure 7c , blue solid). Polvani and Waugh [2004] demonstrated that 40 day time-integrated total eddy heat flux anomalies averaged between 45 and 75
• N at 100 hPa are well correlated with the 10 hPa NAM index DUNN-SIGOUIN AND SHAW ©2015. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
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(correlation value is ∼ −0.75). We find that the correlation value for the same fields in the ERA-Interim data set is −0.7 and is dominated by the wave-1 component (not shown). While there is no significant instantaneous relationship between the eddy heat flux and NAM values, there is a tendency for extreme positive/negative heat flux values to be associated with extreme positive/negative NAM values (see top-left and bottom-right quadrants of Figure 7a ).
The high-latitude total eddy heat flux and NAM time-tendency exhibit a significant instantaneous correlation with a value of −0.73 (Figure 7c, black dashed) . The wave-1 contribution to the total eddy heat flux dominates the overall correlation (Figure 7c, black solid) . The lag correlations between the daily 10 hPa NAM time-tendency and the high-latitude total eddy heat flux are much weaker (Figure 7c, black dashed) . The connection between the total eddy heat flux and NAM tendency also holds for the extreme values ( Figure 7b ) consistent with the results of life cycle analysis (see Figures 4c and 4d ). There is a weaker correlation between the high-latitude wave-2 heat flux and the NAM time-tendency (−0.38) in comparison to wave-1 (−0.56), consistent with its smaller contribution to the total eddy heat flux ( Figure A2 ).
The results suggest that the daily eddy and wave-1 heat fluxes are more closely associated with the NAM time-tendency than the value of the NAM itself, as expected from the transformed Eulerian-mean momentum equation. While the relationship is consistent with the well-known connection between positive heat fluxes and weak vortex events via negative NAM tendencies, the results suggest a connection between negative heat fluxes and strong vortex events via positive NAM tendencies. In the next section, we asses the contribution of planetary wave events during the life cycle of vortex events, including their role in the coupling to the tropospheric circulation.
Comparing and Contrasting the Life Cycles of Planetary Wave and Polar Vortex Events
Here we analyze the composite life cycle of vortex events defined in section 2.3 and listed in Table I . Since the detailed life cycle of vortex events have been documented previously [Limpasuvan et al., 2004 [Limpasuvan et al., , 2005 , we focus on (1) assessing the role of wave-1 heat fluxes during vortex events, including their role in the mean flow evolution and coupling to the troposphere, and (2) comparing the patterns and magnitudes of the tropospheric circulation responses in the North Atlantic during vortex events with those during planetary wave events. The results in sections 3.1 and 3.2 suggest that monitoring the magnitude and sign of the lower stratospheric heat flux may shed light on the processes that couple the stratosphere to the troposphere during vortex events.
The evolution of the high-latitude wave-1 heat flux anomaly at 50 hPa and the NAM time-tendency at 10 hPa during weak and strong vortex events is shown in Figure 8 . The transient evolution of the vortex events are broadly similar to the planetary wave events but occur on a longer time scale. In particular, the anomalous positive wave-1 heat flux leads to deceleration of the polar vortex whereas anomalous negative wave-1 heat flux leads to acceleration of the polar vortex (compare Figures 8a and 8b and Figures 4c and 4d) . While the total wave-1 heat fluxes during vortex events are not in the 5th and 95th percentiles used to define planetary wave events, they nevertheless represent extreme values (22nd and 78th percentile) and their evolution is consistent with the mean flow coupling during planetary wave events. The zonal-mean cross sections of the heat flux anomalies during peak times (−10 to 0 for weak vortex events and −30 to −20 for strong vortex events) are shown in Figures 8c and 8d . The heat flux anomalies exhibit vertical dipoles in high latitudes consistent with the life cycles of planetary wave events (compare Figures 8c and 8d and Figures 2a and 2b) . In particular, the total wave-1 heat flux is negative in high latitudes (see blue contour) during the strong vortex event. There is also a rapid reversal of the total wave-1 and wave-2 heat fluxes in high latitudes near day 0 of the strong vortex event (not shown). We note that the reversal of the heat flux prior to the composite strong vortex event is supported by the statistic that all 17 strong vortex events are preceded by 1 or more total negative wave-1 heat flux events within 30 days. During the days of peak heat flux, the high-latitude heat flux patterns coincide with clear vertical dipoles of EPFD coupling the stratosphere and troposphere and are consistent with the sign of the vertical zonal-mean zonal wind shear in high latitudes during the life cycles of planetary wave events (not shown).
The coupling to the tropospheric circulation during vortex events is shown in Figures 8e and 8f . We focus on the Atlantic region and connect the evolution to the high-latitude stratospheric heat flux. Here we use a latitudinal average from 50 to 70
• N to better reflect the evolution of the zonal wind anomalies during vortex events. During the weak vortex event, both the wave-1 and wave-2 heat fluxes are large and positive from days −5 to 5. Recall that upward wave-1 and wave-2 events are linked to opposite-signed zonal wind Limpasuvan et al. [2004] . During the strong vortex event, significant positive Atlantic zonal wind anomalies occur during days −30 to −20 and coincide with total negative wave-1 heat fluxes (compare Figures 8d  and 8f ) . Following the event, positive wind anomalies occur in the troposphere from days +5 to +30, and during this time, there is meridional EPF divergence by wave-1 and synoptic-scale waves consistent with Limpasuvan et al. [2005] .
Finally, we compare the time-averaged tropospheric impacts over the entire Northern Hemisphere during vortex and planetary wave events (Figures 9 and 10 ). We focus on two periods: (1) the time period of largest stratospheric heat flux and (2) the time period with the strongest tropospheric impacts over the North Atlantic following vortex events. During the strong vortex event, the negative wave-1 heat flux occurs from days −30 to −20. This coincides with clear high-latitude wave-1 geopotential height anomalies that are associated with a poleward North Atlantic jet shift, consistent with the connection between downward wave events and the North Atlantic circulation shown in section 3.1 (compare Figure 9 and Figures 5b and 5d). A similar connection holds around day 0 when the high-latitude wave-1 stratospheric heat flux changes sign (not shown). During the weak vortex event, the maximum wave-1 heat flux occurs from days −10 to 0. This coincides with weak circulation anomalies in the North Atlantic. During this time, both the wave-1 and wave-2 heat fluxes are large and positive in the stratosphere suggesting the weak circulation anomalies are the result of destructive interference between the circulation patterns driven by the different wave components. When the wave-1 heat flux is large and the wave-2 heat flux is small (days −30 to −10), the tropospheric circulation exhibits a clear equatorward jet shift in the North Atlantic consistent with the composite upward wave event (not shown). We note that the patterns of geopotential height anomalies in the north Pacific when the heat flux is largest are consistent with Garfinkel et al. [2010] who documented a correlation between geopotential height anomalies in the North Pacific and vortex events.
The largest tropospheric impacts in the North Atlantic following weak and strong vortex events occur on days +30 to +40 and +15 to +25, respectively, and are shown in Figure 10 . The circulation anomalies during these times do not display a clear wave-1 structure and are focused in the East Atlantic consistent with the role of synoptic waves during that time. We note some sensitivity in the tropospheric impacts following weak vortex events. Additional analysis reveals that the weak vortex events in our composite involving a reversal of the zonal-mean zonal wind at 60
• N and 10 hPa show a stronger equatorward Atlantic jet shift than events that are associated with a reversal at higher levels (not shown). Further research is needed to establish the statistical significance of the differences. Overall the tropospheric circulation anomalies during total negative heat flux and strong vortex events are larger amplitude than during weak vortex events (compare Figure 9d to Figures 10c and 10d ). In addition, the tropospheric circulation anomalies during planetary wave events are comparable if not larger amplitude than the impacts following vortex events (compare Figures 10 and 9 with Figure 5 ). This is true irrespective of the averaging period (e.g., when 11 day averaging is used for all events).
Our results show that planetary wave events occur during vortex events and produce large changes to the stratospheric NAM time-tendency on short time scales that contribute toward the evolution of vortex events. Our results are consistent with the time-averaged relationship between anomalous heat flux values and vortex events shown in Polvani and Waugh [2004] . However, we have demonstrated that total negative heat flux/downward wave events play a key role in the formation of strong vortex events showing that strong vortex events represent true dynamical events with significant wave-mean flow interaction.
Conclusions and Discussion
Conclusions
The goal of this study was to compare and contrast extreme stratospheric events related to vertical planetary wave coupling and polar vortex strength in order to better understand the full spectrum of stratosphere-troposphere coupling. wind shear, associated with a strengthened polar vortex focused in high latitudes, precedes positive wave-1 stratospheric heat fluxes. Conversely, negative vertical zonal wind shear in the upper stratosphere precedes total negative wave-1 stratospheric heat fluxes consistent with Shaw and Perlwitz [2013] . 3. Tropospheric coupling during planetary wave events involves a westward propagating wave-1 signal that is faster for the upward wave event and is 180°out of phase with the downward wave event. The opposite longitudinal phase accounts for the opposite-signed jet shifts in the North Atlantic during planetary wave events. 4. Short time scale planetary wave events contribute toward the development of vortex events. In particular, the total wave-1 stratospheric heat flux is negative preceding strong vortex events which clearly demonstrates that strong vortex events represent true dynamical events involving significant wave-mean flow interaction. This is complementary to the contribution of positive heat flux events to weak vortex events. 5. Tropospheric coupling in the North Atlantic preceding vortex events occurs when the wave-1 heat flux dominates the total eddy heat flux in the stratosphere since interference with upward wave-2 events makes the impacts in the troposphere less clear. During the strong vortex event negative heat fluxes produce a poleward jet shift in the North Atlantic, which is larger amplitude and of a similar sign as the impacts after the event associated with synoptic waves. Overall, the tropospheric impacts in the North Atlantic during planetary wave events are comparable if not larger in magnitude than those following vortex events and the strong vortex events exhibit larger impacts than weak vortex events.
Discussion
The results provide a unified perspective of stratospheric planetary wave and vortex variability and its coupling to the tropospheric circulation. Planetary wave events occur on short time scales and produce NAM time-tendencies that are important for the development of longer-time scale vortex events. While previous authors have noted connections between the waves and mean flow deceleration [e.g., Limpasuvan et al., 2004 Limpasuvan et al., , 2005 McDaniel and Black, 2005 ; P. Martineau and S.-W. Son, Onset of circulation anomalies during stratospheric vortex weakening events: The role of planetary-scale waves, submitted to Journal of Climate, 2014], we have broadened the connection to encompass negative heat flux and mean flow acceleration events. The results demonstrate that strong vortex events are not dissimilar from weak vortex events in that they are true dynamical events involving significant wave-mean flow interaction. In particular, the reversal of the sign of the heat flux is just as important a dynamical event as the reversal in sign of the zonal-mean zonal wind. This is supported by the fact that state-ofthe-art models that do not properly represent extreme negative heat flux events in the stratosphere exhibit a biased North Atlantic geopotential height jet stream position in the troposphere .
Isolating the behavior of planetary waves was key to providing insights into wave-mean flow interaction that is important for vortex events. Planetary wave events involve deep vertical wave structures that provide a clear mechanism for coupling the stratospheric and tropospheric circulation, supporting previous idealized modeling studies [Song and Robinson, 2004] . The events are focused in high latitudes and represent a key dynamical pathway through which Arctic variability can impact the midlatitude circulation. We did not address the reasons why planetary wave heat fluxes become extreme in high latitudes. Several dynamical mechanisms have been proposed in the literature such as stationary-transient wave interactions, instability, and resonance [Matsuno, 1970; Plumb, 1981; McIntyre, 1982; Tanaka and Tokinaga, 2002; Plumb, 2010] . A better understanding of the dynamical mechanisms responsible for planetary wave events is the subject of current research using idealized modeling.
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